ABSTRACT In this paper, an analysis method is proposed to determine capture tolerance capability of an orthogonal distributed satellite capture device that exhibits characteristics, including modularization, miniaturization, extensibility, and peripheral layout. The verifiable limit poses of the satellite are obtained when the pose error of the satellite reaches the boundary of the tolerance domain of the capture device. A dynamic model of a body combined with a satellite and robotic arm, and a contact dynamic model between the combined body and the capture device are established to lay the foundation for the capture determination of satellites in limit poses. A pose-iteration method is used to predict the pose trajectory of the satellite during the capture process, and the results of the satellite capture in the limit poses are obtained. The tolerance capability of the capture device is obtained on verifying the success or failure of the capturing satellite in limit poses. The tolerance capability of an example is analyzed by utilizing the proposed analysis method and is tested via simulation software. With respect to the four typical limit poses in the tolerance domain, the simulation results indicate that the capture device successfully captures the satellite. The results reveal the accuracy of the obtained tolerance and also validate the effectiveness of the proposed tolerance analysis method. The contact dynamics model is imported into the method of tolerance capability analysis to realize the accurate calculation of the time-varying dynamic tolerance capability of the capture device.
I. INTRODUCTION
Capture technology for on-orbit satellite exhibits broad application prospects in tasks including constellation deployment, on-orbit services, and round trip of satellites. [1] - [4] . Given the vigorous development of commercial space, reusable lowcost capture devices constitute a research hotspot. Thus, modularization, miniaturization, and scalability constitute new requirements for capture devices. Tolerance determines the success or failure of satellite capture missions, and it is also an important indicator of the performance of the capture device. A few extant studies examined several schematic and capture dynamics on traditional capture devices and performed a few ground tests and on-orbit demonstration in [5] - [8] . The United States launched the Orbital Express spacecraft in 2007 with the aim of validating on-orbit service
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Hassan Ouakad. technology in [9] . With the assistance of a space manipulator, a target satellite was captured and docked by the tracking satellite via an interlocking triangular cross-docking mechanism to provide space support for on-orbit services. The superior tolerance ability of the device was discussed in [10] , [11] . In [12] , ORC (Orbital Recovery Corporation) initiated the SMART-OLEV system in 2007 to capture target satellites via a ''cone-rod'' docking capture mechanism and provided services including propulsion, navigation, control, maintenance, and fueling. Furthermore, SRMS (Shuttle Remote Manipulator System) and JEMRMS (Japanese Experimental Module, Remote Manipulator System) of the International Space Station were also discussed in [13] , [14] . Capture devices are not suitable for satellite reusable capture given the large size used wire rope to tighten the captured rod with the better tolerance capacity. China, the United States, and the former Soviet Union conducted multiple cabin docking missions using a cone-rod docking device and an Allomorphic peripheral docking device in [15] , [16] . The aforementioned devices generally exhibit larger guide plates or guide holes albeit high tolerance and less difficult analysis. With respect to the three-finger capture mechanism, previous studies [17] established a mathematical model based of the capture variable association between the end effector and capture interface and performed simulation verification. The position relation between the coordinates of the capture interface key points and the end-effector was analyzed, and the theoretical capture tolerance of the model obtained by combining with software simulation was presented in [18] . With respect to the wire rope folding capture mechanism, [19] analyzed the theoretical capture area of the device via a mapping method based on the angular arrangement of the capture rope. The capture envelope performance for both active and passive vehicles and stacks of varying masses was studied in [20] . The tolerance capacity of the trefoil-shaped capture system is predicted by the trajectory of the grapple finger in [21] . The capture misalignment envelope is obtained from the structure envelope of the end-effector, and aids the design of the manipulator and handle the payload in [22] . The tolerance capability of the shuttle remote manipulator system (SRMS), the space station remote manipulator system (SSRMS) and the Europe robotic arm (ERA) are reviewed and studied respectively in [23] .
The capture device in the docking and robotic arm capture missions used a cone-rod, allogeneic isomorphic perimeter, wire rope folding, and three-finger capture mechanism. All the devices correspond to central symmetrical centralized capture devices, and analysis methods of the capture tolerance include mapping methods and static boundary constraint methods. Most of the existing tolerance studies adopt the static mapping method, which determines the tolerance by drawing according to the static initial size and the motion relation of the capture component, but does not consider the dynamic process of the interaction between the capture device and the target satellite in the capture process. The tolerance obtained by this method is conservative and inaccurate. When compared with the traditional central symmetric centralized capture device, the orthogonally distributed capture device is more complicated in terms of structure layout, and it is more difficult to analyze the tolerance capability. There is a paucity of suitable tolerance capability analysis methods for the aforementioned devices.
The content of the study is divided into the following six sections: Section I introduces types of traditional capture devices and tolerance analysis methods. Section II introduces the orthogonally distributed capture device and its working process. The tolerance capability analysis method is proposed and elaborated in Section III. Section IV analyzes the tolerance of a specific example. Simulation software is used to verify the tolerance of the example in Section V. Section VI summarizes the advantages of the tolerance capability analysis method. This paper proposes a tolerance analysis method considering dynamic process, which has the following advantages. (1) It solves the tolerance capacity analysis problem of the complex orthogonal distributed capture device. (2) Combined with the contact dynamics model in the capture process, it can accurately simulate the time-varying dynamic tolerance process, so the obtained dynamic tolerance capability is more consistent with the actual situation and more accurate. (3) The accurate tolerance obtained by this analysis method can provide theoretical basis for auxiliary structure design, improvement of tolerance and selection of capture strategy.
II. ORTHOGONALLY DISTRIBUTED CAPTURE DEVICE AND ITS WORKING PROCESS
Both the capture device and the robotic arm base are fixed on the spacecraft platform to form a multi-rigid body system. Before the capture device works, the end effector of robotic arm with six degrees of freedom locks the satellite handle to form a whole, and the robotic arm carries the satellite to the capture area of the device. Due to the joint error of the robotic arm and arm deformation, the satellite has a certain position and attitude error compared with the ideal capture position, as shown in Fig. 1 . During the operation of the capture device, the joint of the robotic arm is only affected by the viscous damping associated with the joint speed and not the motor drive torque. The state is termed as the zero-force control state. In the control state, the robotic arm can move when the end of the robotic arm is subjected to a tiny force F e0 . The robotic arm moves if the force at the end of the robotic arm is more than F e0 . The capture unit uses a hook-frame structure as the capture execution component as shown in Fig. 2 (a) . The repeatable capture device consists of four capture units in which the capture hook moves at a determined speed on the capture unit, and the capture frame is fixed at the bottom of the satellite. The direction of motion of the capture hooks is orthogonally to each other. The layout ensures that the satellite is captured more reliably as shown in Fig. 2 (b) .
The four capture units are structurally identical and actuated via four motors. The four capture hooks move synchronously via closed-loop control. If the total time of the capture process corresponds to 0 ∼ t f , then the device's working process is divided into two phases because the capture hook is continuously closed: (1) during time period 0 ∼ t c , the satellite can escape the capture area of the device; (2) during time period t c ∼ t f , the satellite cannot escape the capture area of the device in any pose although it can move within the capture domain of the device, and t c is termed as the critical capture moment. At t f , the four capture frames are fully captured via the four capture hooks and the satellite pose is fully constrained. Specifically, t f is termed as the finished capture moment.
III. TOLERANCE CAPABILITY ANALYSIS METHOD
Capturing tolerance refers to the ability to allow pose errors at the satellite handle while ensuring reliable capture. Increases in the permissible error increase the tolerance of the capture device. Based on the working characteristics of the orthogonally distributed capture device, a tolerance capability analysis method is proposed as shown in Fig. 3 . The key steps are as follows:
(1) Based on the size constraints, we determine the theoretical maximum tolerance domain of the capture device. (2) Convert the tolerance domain into K types of limit poses that can be validated. (3) Simplify K types of limit poses into k types. (4) Predict the changes of the satellite pose for k limit poses in the capture process and determine whether the capture is successful. If all captures are successful, then the tolerance capability of the device is represented by the tolerance domain. If all captures are not successful, then the tolerance domain is reduced and re-validated until the tolerance domain represents the tolerance capability of the capture device.
A. DETERMINATION, TRANSFORMATION, AND CLASSIFICATION OF THE TOLERANCE DOMAIN
The basis for reliable capture is that the tip of the capture hook should pass through the capture frame. Increases in the pose error at the satellite handle increase the distance by which the capture frame deviates from the ideal position and decrease the capture area that the capture hook tip can pass through. Given the size constraints and non-interference conditions, we maximize the error domain and minimize the capture domain based on the condition that the capture hook tip should pass through the capture frame. The error domain denotes the theoretical maximum tolerance domain of the 
Each parameter of the limit error e li corresponds to a maximum or minimum value within the tolerance domain T m . The limit error e li consists of 6 parameters, and thus a total of K = 2 6 = 64 limit errors e li is obtained. The limit pose of the satellite corresponding to each type of limit error e li corresponds to p eli . If all parameters of e l1 assume the maximum value, then it is expressed as follows:
E L denotes the set of limit error e li , and the corresponding limit pose set of satellite is P EL . Specifically, E L is expressed as:
Evidently, if the satellite is captured under the condition of all the 64 limit errors e li , then it proves that the satellite is captured within the tolerance domain T m . Thus, the tolerance domain of the capture device is determined via checking the capture result of the limit pose p eli corresponding to the limit error e li .
If all the limit poses corresponding to the 64 limit errors should be validated, then the analysis is extremely complicated. The 64 limit poses are classified into four types based on the contacting order of the four capture unit components. Given the symmetrical structural characteristics of the orthogonally distributed capture device, a type of limit pose is selected to represent all the limit poses. The pose prediction and capture determination during the capture process of the selected type of limit pose are used as the basis for tolerance determination.
B. SATELLITE POSE PREDICTION AND CAPTURE DETERMINATION 1) OVERVIEW OF POSE ITERATION METHODS
During the capture process, the robotic arm is in the zeroforce control state and the capture hook moves in low-speed mode. The satellite pose is stable when the capture hook is not in contact with the capture frame. When the capture hook is in contact with the capture frame, they do not separate due to the joint damping of the robotic arm.
The pose prediction of the satellite during the capture process corresponds to the key to capture determination and tolerance capability analysis. If the complete capture process is divided into l periods with respect to time, then the satellite pose for each period is predicted in order, and the pose trajectory of the satellite is obtained via continuous iteration. Increases in l decrease each time period, increase the accuracy of pose iteration, and thus the obtained satellite pose trajectory is closer to the actual pose trajectory. The robotic arm is in a state of zero-force control, and thus the body combined with the robotic arm and the satellite can move when the capture frame is subjected to a tiny force F 0 . The combined body does not move if the force on the capture frame is less than F 0 . The capture hooks adopt low speed motion mode, and thus the capture frame and capture hook always maintain stable contact during the capture process. If the contact force between the capture frame and the capture hook corresponds to F c , then F c = F 0 is inferred. The pose iteration method is explained by two time periods in which the capture frame and capture hook interact. The contact forces of the capture hook on the capture frame in the time period t 0 ∼ t 0 + t and time period t 0 + t ∼ t 0 +2 t correspond to F c = F 0 , and the direction of the contact force is in the normal direction of the contact surface. The position of the contact point is obtained via simultaneously solving the kinematics equation of the capture frame and hook for the common intersection point. The trajectory of point o on the capture frame obtained by the pose-iteration method corresponds to line segment op and pq as shown in Fig. 4 .
In the pose iteration method, contact dynamics analysis between the robotic arm-satellite combined body and the capture device corresponds to the focus of the study. The contact dynamics model between the combined body and capture device is established via the Lagrangian method.
2) ROBOTIC ARM_SATELLITE COMBINED BODY CONTACT DYNAMICS MODEL
Before the capture process starts, the robotic arm carries the satellite and stabilizes it for a period of time, making the satellite and the capture device relatively static. During the capture process, the capture component moves slowly and the contact force is small. Since the mass of the aircraft is much larger than that of the satellite, the influence of small contact force on the pose of the spacecraft can be ignored. So we can treat the spacecraft platform as a fixed base, and just analyze the movement of the target satellite relative to the capture device.
The robotic arm in the study exhibits six degrees of freedom and consists of six links. Prior to the operation of the capture device, the end effector of the robotic arm is integrated with the satellite. This implies that the end effector and the satellite is considered as a rigid body. The motion of the robotic arm-satellite combined body is determined via its dynamic characteristics. Thus, the dynamics analysis of the combined body corresponds to the basis for the pose prediction and control strategy. A simplified dynamics model of the combined body was constructed to analyze the dynamic properties of the combined body. The end effector and the satellite are consolidated into a rigid body, and thus the kinematic model of the combined body is identical to that of the robotic arm as shown in Fig. 5 . The centroid and moment of inertia of the last link varies in the dynamic model of the combined body when compared with the dynamic model of the robotic arm.
The coordinate transformation of the robotic arm links is expressed as follows:
The transformation matrix from the base of the robotic arm to any link is as follows:
FIGURE 5. Model of the robotic arm-satellite combined body.
We consider the robotic arm-satellite combined body as the analysis object, and the Lagrange second equation is used to establish the dynamic model. We define the Lagrangian function as L, E denotes the kinetic energy of the system, V denotes the potential energy of the system, and denotes the energy loss of the system. The Lagrangian equation is expressed as follows:
where Q denotes the generalized force matrix, and q denotes the generalized coordinates of joint. The generalized coordinates are selected as follows:
With respect to each generalized coordinate, the generalized force is defined as follows:
The position vector of a particle in the global coordinate system is obtained from the position vector of a particle in the body-fixed coordinate system:
where i r denotes the position vector of a particle in bodyfixed coordinate system, and rˆi denotes the position vector of a particle in the global coordinate system. The position vector of a particle on the ith link on the robotic arm in the global coordinate system is given by generalized coordinates as follows:
The homogeneous velocity of the particle is defined as follows:
Therefore, the kinetic energy of the particle is as follows:
(12) Thus, the kinetic energy of the link i is as follows:
where J i denotes a symmetric constant matrix that completely describes the mass distribution of the link i. The kinetic energy of the combined body includes the kinetic energy of each link and that of the satellite. The sixth link of the robotic arm and the satellite constitutes a rigid body, and the kinetic energy of the satellite is contained in the sixth link. The kinetic energy of the combined body is expressed as follows:
where D(q) denotes the inertia matrix of the robotic arm. The robotic arm-satellite combined body works in space in a microgravity environment. We ignore the change in potential energy of the combined body, and thus V= 0. The kinetic energy is inserted into the Lagrangian function, and the partial derivatives of the generalized coordinates are calculated as follows:
The energy loss of each joint of the robotic arm is expressed as follows:
f iqi (19) where f i denotes the viscous damping coefficient of the ith joint. We substitute equations (12), (13), (14) and (16) 
This is also simplified as follows:
where D denotes the system positive definite inertia matrix. Additionally, H denotes the coefficient matrix containing Coriolis force and centrifugal force, and f denotes the viscous damping matrix. We substitute F p into the Lagrange equation as follows:
where J p denotes the motion Jacobian matrix associated with contact points. The pose trajectory of the satellite during the time period t 0 ∼ t 0 + t of the capture process is predicted from the initial conditions and equation (22) . The position of the contact point between the capture frame and capture hook at time t 0 + t is obtained via the kinematic equation of the capture frame and capture hook. The pose trajectory of the satellite in the time period t 0 + t ∼ t 0 + 2 t is predicted by taking the satellite pose at t 0 + t as an input condition. By analogy, it is possible to speculate the pose of the satellite during the entire capture process.
The pose of the satellite at the critical capture moment is predicted based on the aforementioned pose iteration method. If the capture frame is always in the capture domain of the capture hook, then it is determined that the capture is successful. Conversely, the capture fails if the capture frame escapes the capture domain of the capture hook.
IV. EXAMPLES OF TOLERANCE CAPABILITY ANALYSIS A. INITIAL TOLERANCE DOMAIN ANALYSIS
In order to verify the pose-iteration method and contact dynamics model, the capture result is analyzed via the simulated robotic arm, satellite, and capture device as shown in Fig. 6 .
The D-H parameters of the robotic arm are listed in Tab. 1. The robotic arm-satellite combined body dynamics parameters are listed in Tab. 2.
Based on the tolerance capability analysis method proposed in Section A of III, the maximum tolerance domain is assumed under size constraints. We assume that the initial tolerance domain is T 0 = [±1mm, ±1mm, ±1mm, ±0.1 • ,
The maximum tolerance domain is T m = nT 0 (n = 1, 2, 3 · ··), and thus n is continuously increased until it satisfies the size constraints. The capture mission is successful under the condition that the capture hook tip passes through the rectangular capture frame. The length of the capture frame in the z direction increases and the height in the y direction decreases as shown in Fig. 7 . The main factor that affects the capture result during the capture process corresponds to the height of the capture frame. Therefore, key points are selected in the height direction for analysis. Specifically, A denotes the midpoint of the upper border of the capture frame, B denotes the center of the locating shaft below, and C denotes the capture hook tip. In order to observe the capture process more intuitively, the three-dimensional structure is simplified as a two-dimensional figure. The capture component and position of each key point in Fig. 7 as viewed from the positive z-axis direction are shown in Fig. 8 (a) .
With respect to the whole capture device in Fig. 6 , the positions of the four capture frames simultaneously vary in the capture process, and they should be observed simultaneously. The capture units U a and U c should be observed in the main view, and the capture units U b and U d are observed in the left view. We consider the example of the limit error set E 0 corresponding to the tolerance domain T 0 , and the error domain of the capture frame key points caused by the 64 limit errors is shown in Fig. 8 . The layout of positional relationship of the four capture units in Fig. 8 correspond to the layout of the capture units as shown in Fig. 2 (b) . The allowed boundary of locating shaft's motion is DEFGHI as shown in Figure 9 . The point D corresponds to the intersection of the central axis of the capture unit base and the trajectory of the capture hook tip. Additionally, F and G denote the boundary vertexes of the base, and H and I denote the vertexes of the capture hook boundary. The locating shaft must be below the capture hook vertex trajectory ID albeit not completely below IDJ. This is because the four capture hooks of the orthogonally distributed capture device move simultaneously during the capture process. When one of the four locating shafts is completely below IDJ, the four capture hooks automatically adjust the position of the satellite, and the capture mission is successful. By continuously increasing n, the highest tolerance domain is obtained under the aforementioned boundaryDEFGHI as follows:
, and the corresponding limit pose set corresponds to P Em .
B. CLASSIFICATION OF THE LIMIT POSES OF THE SATELLITE
The maximum tolerance domain is converted and visualized to 64 limit poses. One of the four capture units first contacts during the capture process at which the distance between 55028 VOLUME 7, 2019 the capture frame and capture hook is the shortest. In the 64 limit poses, those that the capture unit U a first contacts are classified into type I , and those that the capture units U b , U c , and U d first contact are classified as types II, III, and IV, respectively. The positional relationship of the capture units corresponding to the four types of limit poses are shown in Fig. 10, Fig. 11, Fig. 12, and Fig. 13 . Given the central symmetrical layout of the capture units, the number of limit poses per type corresponds to 16.
The layout of the capture units is symmetric, and thus the 16 types of limit poses in type I are analyzed to represent the 64 types of limit poses. Thus, 16 types of limit poses in type I are selected for pose prediction and capture determination.
C. CALCULATION OF THE CRITICAL CAPTURE MOMENT
The capture device relies on the capture hook to grasp capture frame on the satellite. Specifically, it is only necessary to determine that the satellite capture frame does not escape the capture hook constraint prior to the moment t c , and the capture mission is proved as successful. The calculation of the critical capture moment t c is performed for the proposed model in Section A of IV.
When the satellite escapes at the critical capture moment t c , it is assumed that the centroid position of the satellite corresponds to x, y, and z, and the pose represented by Cardan angle corresponds to α, β, γ . As shown in Fig. 14 , O 0 denotes the center of mass of the satellite when the satellite is at the ideal capture position, and O 1 denotes the center of mass of the satellite when the satellite is at the actual capture position.
The capture hooks H a and H c restrain the satellite such that it rotates around the y axis clockwise, and the capture hooks H b and H d prevent the satellite from rotating around the y axis counterclockwise as shown in Fig. 2 (b) . Given the synchronous movement of the capture hooks, the pose angle β corresponds to 0 at the critical capture moment t c .
The analysis of t c and the satellite escape pose P in the case wherein the four capture hooks act simultaneously constitutes an extremely complex geometric problem. Thus, we estimate the situation in which the two capture hooks on the diagonal act to speculate the results of the four capture hooks acting simultaneously. Based on β = 0, the critical capture moment t c1 is calculated as shown in Fig. 15 . The satellite escape pose corresponds to P 1 , and it is evident that t c1 ≥ t c .
In this case, α plays a major role in the P e1 pose, and γ plays a negligible role. Thus, this problem is simplified as a two-dimensional solution problem. Thus, we solve the problem in which at least one of the circles s a and s c can escape upwards when l a and l c are continuously closed. This is solved via geometric modeling, and t c1 corresponds to 9.2 s.
Similarly, when β = 0 and only the capture hooks H b and H d are considered, the satellite's escaping posture at the moment of t c2 is shown in Fig. 16 . The escaping posture of the satellite corresponds to P e2 , and it is evident that t c2 ≥ t c .
In this case, γ plays a major role in the P e2 posture, and α plays a negligible role. Thus, the problem is simplified as a two-dimensional solution problem. Thus, we solve the problem in which at least one of the circles s b and s d can escape upwards when l b and l d are continuously closed. This is solved via geometric modeling, and t c2 corresponds to 8.9 s.
From the aforementioned derivation, it is concluded that t c ≤ 8.9 s. The capture task is determined as successful if the capture process within 9 s is analyzed and the satellite does not escape. Thus, t c corresponds to 9 s in the analysis.
D. PREDICTION OF THE SATELLITE POSE 1) POSE PREDICTION OF SATELLITE IN TYPE I
We use the pose-iteration method proposed in Section B of III to predict the pose trajectory of the satellite during the capture process and determine as to whether the capture is successful based on the satellite pose at the critical capture moment. A limit pose p el1 in type I is selected for pose prediction, and the corresponding limit error corresponds to e l1 = [−10mm, −10mm, 10mm, 1 • , −1 • , −1 • ]. We assume that each time period in the pose-iteration method is 1.5 s, and the pose trajectory of the capture component is shown in Fig. 17 . At the critical capture moment, the locating shafts of the four capture frames are located in the capture domain of the capture hooks, and this proves that the satellite did not escape from the capture device. 
2) POSE PREDICTION OF THE REMAINING 15 LIMIT POSES IN TYPE I
The parameters of the remaining 15 limit poses error in type I are listed in Tab. 3. The pose trajectory of the satellite in the case of 15 limit poses is shown in Fig. 18 .
As shown in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 , in the 16 limit poses, the capture frame locating shafts are located in the capture domain of the capture hooks at the critical capture moment, and this implies that all captures are successful.
The pose prediction of the capture process in the 16 limit poses indicates that the capture device can capture the 
V. SIMULATION VERIFICATION OF THE TOLERANCE CAPABILITY
Simulation software is used to verify the proposed tolerance capability analysis method. The 3D model of the system established in Section A of IV is imported into the simulation software. Typical limit poses corresponding to p eI , p eII , p eIII , and p eIV are selected in types I , II, III, and IV, respectively to simulate. The corresponding limit errors are listed in Tab. 4. The capture dynamics simulation is performed on the four selected limit poses, and the corresponding pose trajectories of the capture components are shown in Fig. 19, Fig. 20 , Fig. 21, and Fig. 22 .
The motion relation of the capture component in Fig. 17 was obtained by the contact dynamics model. Under the same initial conditions, the motion relation of the capture component in Fig. 19 was obtained by using the simulation software. By comparing Fig. 17 with Fig. 19 , it is found that the trajectory trend of the locating shaft is same and the path is similar, which proves the correctness of the contact dynamics model. Based on the result that the locating shafts of all the capture frames are within the capture domain at the critical capture moment, the satellite is successfully captured for the four limit poses. The capture simulation under the four typical limit poses indicates the accuracy of the tolerance analysis results of the capture devices obtained in Section IV.
VI. CONCLUSION
The study mainly analyzes the tolerance capability of the orthogonally distributed satellite capture device, and the following conclusions are obtained:
(1) An analysis method for the tolerance capability of the orthogonally distributed satellite capture device is proposed. Theoretical analysis and simulation verification are also performed. (2) The contact dynamics model between the robotic arm-satellite combined body and capture device is established, and this lays a foundation for the accurate calculation of the time-varying dynamic tolerance of the capture device. (3) Based on the orthogonally distribution and central symmetry characteristics of the capture device, 64 types of limit poses are classified and simplified. The poseiteration method effectively solves difficulties involved in predicting the pose trajectory of the satellite. (4) Simulation software is used to validate the tolerance capacity of the capture device. The results indicate that satellites are successfully captured for the four typical limit poses by the capture device, and this proves the effectiveness of the proposed tolerance capability analysis method.
